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Introductions 

- Name
- Primary Language, Languages taught
- Favorite Bay area restaurant 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
How are the octopods like neural language technologies? They are largely a black box ( save for some mechanistic interpretability studies) and we are largely learning about them through interaction ( observing inputs and outputs, various types of experimentation). Understanding them takes a team ( linguists, mathematicians, ML theory, philosophers, cognitive scientists)



Objectives

1. To be able to define what a language model is/does, and 
how machine translation works
2. To understand weaknesses and strengths of these 
technologies
3. To walk away from today and Friday’s workshop with 
concrete tools and next steps for working with these models in 
the future 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is machine learning?



Some definitions

- Machine Learning: Models that learn how to do tasks from data.
“…for some tasks, however, we do not have an algorithm, despite decades of 
research. Some of these are tasks we as human beings can do, and do 
effortlessly, without even being aware of how we do them. We can recognize a 
person from a photograph; we can move in a crowded room without hitting 
objects or people; we can play chess, drive a car, and hold conversations in a 
foreign language.” 
Ethem Alpaydin (2020). Introduction to Machine Learning (Fourth ed.). MIT. 
pp. xix, 1–3, 13–18.- Natural Language Processing:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Start: Algorithm is a sequence of instructions  for transforming an input to an output. Ex: Algorithm that tells you the best way to take public transport to get to Lake Merrit. For some tasks….This study used are their cha gpu 3.5, newer turbo and gpt-4 models no doubt do better 



Some definitions

- Machine Translation: Using rules or probability models to translate from one 
language to another
- Large Language Models (LLMs): Language Models predict the next token in a 
sequence, given the tokens that come before it. “Large” generally means 
trained on internet-scale corpora, parameter counts in the billions 
- Natural Language Processing: Natural Language Processing (NLP) is 
concerned with, “…the set of methods for making human language accessible 
to computers”.  Eisenstein, J. Introduction to Natural Language Processing. 
(2018)



What are some competencies and skills that students should gain by the end of a 
language course?

- Take 2-3 minutes to write down as many as you can in the padlet. 
Feel free to discuss in the chat, or in person once you are done.
- Be general ( habits of mind, conceptual knowledge)!   Be specific ( 
tasks, interactions )!   Be ungovernable ( ????)!
- At the end of 3 minutes, we will share out as a group, with a plot 
twist.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During pair share: respond to chat During share out - on board: arrange skills (elicited from in class and remote participants) into two buckets: symbolic and non-symbolicBreak symbolic down into two tiers: creating symbols and understanding symbols ( understanding symbols, esp. on the fly, in one bucket, creating symbols in another )Creating symbols is still important! But the reality is that this process is getting automated, for better or for worst 



Plot twist

How many of your skills and competencies involved students creating   

How many of your skills and competencies involved other aspects of          

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Point: LLMs are next symbol predictors. They learn about how to do this with language, which is a highly structured space, and inevitably pick up other aspects of this organization. But at their core, they are just next symbol predictors Scrutinizing language tech output is going to be an essential skill for multilingual world citizens!



Agenda

I. History of language technologies
II. Anatomy of modern Large Language Models and 
Transformers-based MT technologies
III. Implications of /strategies for use of language 
technologies in language instruction

(With some diversions along the way)



Early foundational machine translation technology

• 9th century- Al-Kindi  develops many of the mathematical tools used in 
later systems - ie frequency analysis, probability and statistics 
applications

• 1940s - Claude Shannon and information theory, advances in 
cryptography from WW1 

Predating Georgetown-IBM experiment

The math: 
Here

https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=zjWXLD_ihOc&ab_channel=LaneSchwartz


I. History of language technologies

• Early attempts to translate Russian/ DARPA involvement
• ELIZA -Joseph Weizenbaum @MIT
• The rise of statistical/empirical methods for natural language processing
• Winter
• Imagenet/ GPU revolution
• Attention and Transformers
• BERT -> ChatGPT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Include quote by Eliza creator 



Early foundational machine translation technology

The math: 
Here

Source: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=zjWXLD_ihOc&ab_channel=LaneSchwartz


With partners: Given this scenario, identify the following



Early foundational machine translation technology

• 1949 - Warren Weaver’s proposals in “Translation memorandum” -
recasting machine translation as a cryptography problem, urges 
researchers to use computers. Word to word translations will not do, future 
systems would need to use context.

Predating Georgetown-IBM experiment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shannon - “ A Mathematical theory of communication” 



Georgetown IBM experiment -1954

- Russian to English demonstration 
- Contained 6 grammatical rules, 250 lexical items
- Used carefully curated passages
- Well publicized but ultimately brittle
- By 1966 machine translation was essentially dead, funding had 
dried up

Epic fail 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Basically the equivalent of a flustered tourist using the last 20 pages of a dictionary to  ask where the subway station is AI is a field with many distinct winters. This was the beginning of a machine translation winter 



I. History of language technologies



I. History of language technologies

• ELIZA - 1964 - MIT, created by Joseph Weizenbaum
• First known chatbot
• Used pattern matching and substitution 
• Weizenbaum was surprised to see how much people anthropomorphized ELIZA
• Original source code was found in MI archives, many online versions exist : 

https://psych.fullerton.edu/mbirnbaum/psych101/eliza.htm
• Let’s try! : https://shorturl.at/fLOW3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-named after Eliza Doolittle, a character in George Bernard Shaw’s Pygmalion“"I had not realized ... that extremely short exposures to a relatively simple computer program could induce powerful delusional thinking in quite normal people.”

https://shorturl.at/fLOW3


The rise of empirical natural language processing (80s -90s)

- “These methods employ learning techniques to automatically 
extract linguistic knowledge from natural language corpora rather 
than require the system developer to manually encode the requisite 
knowledge”
- An Overview of Empirical Natural Language Processing Eric Brill 

and Raymond J. Mooney. 1999

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Move away from hard coded rules, dictionaries, etc. Learning from data using statistical processes



The rise of empirical natural language processing (80s -90s)

- Key contributions 
- Language modeling- assigning probabilities to sentences
- Applying machine learning via supervised learning to form language 

models
- Modeling sentences as sequences (Hidden Markov Models)
-Deriving “features” ( n-grams, parts of speech, etc.) to translate, predict 

text, etc.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Move away from hard coded rules, dictionaries, etc. Learning from data using statistical processes - learning from dataSome very impactful large scale data collection efforts - ie Penn tree bank -1992 - 3 million parsed, 4.5 million words tagged 



2000s -early 2010s

- Letting the models learn the features from data, only now we need 
lots of data
- Imagine - 2012 - Exploiting advances in hardware, ie GPUs
- Seq2seq and encoder-decoder models
- 2017 - A mathematical language for context in translation and 
token prediction (Attention) rises, and eventually becomes 
transformers

The neural network revolution

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One board: neural network and functions. Y = target lang. x = source language. Y = f(x), learn f( ), function that transforms one language to another. Features are approximated from the data. For some intuition, give vision example. X could be a picture of an animal, f() could be the definition of a cat. Y could be a probability that the pic is a cat. Note: RNN - each token as its own neural weights 



The rise of Transformers and LLMs - 2018-
now

- LLMs begin to show nearly state-of-the-art capabilities in 
translation
- Transformers and next symbol prediction as a flexible and 
powerful general purpose computing paradigm

Presenter
Presentation Notes
General purpose - can be trained once and either fine tuned or used as is for a number of tasks- question answering, syntactic parsing, machine translation, etc. 







II. Anatomy of modern Large Language Models and Transformers-based MT 
technologies

- Older models : rule-based
- Empirical, statistical - some rules, also learn from data
- Neural - learn solely from data, rules (ie syntax) emerge 
with enough data - but what does this “data” look like?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Neural models often require more data than experts can curate! So people have to find it in the wild! Ex: summarization and CNN, rotten tomatoes and sentiment analysis. Models inevitably picks up bias and unintended side effects this way!



II. Anatomy of modern Large Language Models and Transformers-based MT 
technologies

Gold standard example: Parallel Corpus made by experts
Where does the data come from?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Curated with crowdsourced inputs by teams of translators and linguists - much higher standard then say, a message board post



II. Anatomy of modern Large Language Models and Transformers-based MT 
technologies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Even in large parallel corpus - En looms large



II. Anatomy of modern Large Language Models and Transformers-based MT 
technologies

Not as good but still pretty decent:  exploiting crowdsourced data -
mBERT and Wikipedia

- Top 104 languages with the largest Wikipedia usage, using a 
masked language modeling (MLM) objective
- Some semblance of curation and parallel semantics across 

articles

BERT: Pre-training of Deep Bidirectional Transformers for Language Understanding
Jacob Devlin, Ming-Wei Chang, Kenton Lee, Kristina Toutanova. 2018

https://arxiv.org/search/cs?searchtype=author&query=Devlin,+J
https://arxiv.org/search/cs?searchtype=author&query=Chang,+M
https://arxiv.org/search/cs?searchtype=author&query=Lee,+K
https://arxiv.org/search/cs?searchtype=author&query=Toutanova,+K


What does this mean for machine translation?
Tiers of resources multilingual models 

Pretraining corpus size

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The point: specialized models are better than multilingual models for lower resourced languages 



II. Anatomy of modern Large Language Models and Transformers-based MT 
technologies

Dear God what have we done: LLMs trained using masked 
language modeling (MLM) over internet level corpora, 
translation learned along the way from all manner of cursed 
sources



What differences between source and target languages effects MT quality?

• Linguistic typology
• Lexical divergence 
• Morphological typology
• Referential density - ex: pro-drop languages

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Linguistic typology is SVO SOVLexical divergence  - does a word in the target language correspond to word in the source language? Ex:  xia`o in mandarin “filial piety”, oyako ̄ko ̄o - “ good son/daughter” Morphological typology - how are new words formed . Why newer models use BPE or subword encoding Chinese: pro drop language. Translating from pro-drop to non pro-drop can be hard and rely on contextual clues 



Bolukbasi, T., Chang, K.-W., Zou, J., Saligrama, V., & Kalai, A. (2016). Man is to Computer Programmer as Woman is to Home    

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The atomic unit of nlp systems - embeddings - absorb distributional semantics of the source corpora. A sort of black mirror  which contain associations and assumptions of our society These are the building blocks of machine translation systems and thus contain some of that bias 



Attention is all you need
Foundational paper behind machine translation and LLMs like chatGPT - utilizing the MLM objective



What is “attention”
A bunch of matrix algebra, but it’s more intuitive than that

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The only important thing: Language technologies use matrices of numbers to represent words, these numbers encode data about the probability of these words occurring in a sentence  Attention is a way to see how much a word in the source language affects the prediction of a word or words in a target language 



1. I travelled to the beach by _________.

2.      I ____ to the store. 

3.      We _______ to the national park.

4.    Did you try the  _______ of the day at Cheese Board? 

Take two minutes and fill in the blanks with the first word that comes to mind.
Put an asterisks next to the part or parts of the sentence that most influenced your prediction.

If you are attending remotely , write out your answers on a piece of paper. 
When prompted, put your answer in the chat!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Quick polling ? To calculate probabilities1. Share out answers	q: What POS could go into this blank?  Can cultural contexts can effect this prediction? Geography? Can we guess some rough probabilities [0,1]?Approximately calculate probability of highest freq answersWhat would the probabilities look like with all of the English on the internet ?



1. I travelled to the beach by _________.

2.      I ____ to the grocery store. 

3.      We _______ to the national park.

4.    Did you try the  _______ of the day at Cheese Board? 

A. Take a guess at the probability [0,1] of your prediction occurring on the internet. 
B. What other words in the sentence made you make the predictions that you did?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Quick polling ? To calculate probabilitiesWhat POS could go into this blank? Can cultural contexts can effect this prediction? Geography? Can we guess some rough probabilities [0,1]?Put an asterisks next to the part or parts of the sentence that most influenced your prediction of the blank.What would the probabilities look like with all of the English on the internet ?



With your elbow partners : fill in the blanks for the translation
Please use Google translate if you aren’t conversant in Spanish!

English:  They went to the house to feed themselves.

Spanish: ________ a la casa para  ________.



“Reducing gender bias in Google Translate”. Blog post. James Kuczmarski

For more reading on this: Garg, N., Schiebinger, L., Jurafsky, D., & Zou, J. (2018). Word embeddings quantify 100 years of gender and ethnic stereotypes. 
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 115(16), Article 16. https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1720347115

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pro drop languages is where the statistical nature of corpora starts to show



1. I travelled to the beach by _________.

2.      I ____ to the grocery store. 

3.      We _______ to the national park.

4.    Did you try the  _______ of the day at Cheese Board? 

A. Take a guess at the probability [0,1] of your prediction occurring on the internet. 
B. What other words in the sentence made you make the predictions that you did?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Quick polling ? To calculate probabilitiesWhat POS could go into this blank? Can cultural contexts can effect this prediction? Geography? Can we guess some rough probabilities [0,1]?Put an asterisks next to the part or parts of the sentence that most influenced your prediction of the blank.What would the probabilities look like with all of the English on the internet ?



How does the model get a sense of what to 
predict?

[MASK] you try the 
pizza of the day?
Did [MASK] try the pizza 
of the day?
Did  you  [MASK] the 
pizza of the day?

“Masked” training

Sentence A : Sentence B  initial predictions : 

[Did] you try the pizza of 
the day?
Did [they]try the pizza of 
the day?
Did  you  [eat] the pizza 
of the day?

The “teacher” answer:

Did  you try the pizza of the day?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Teacher forcing” : the weights of the neural network adjust after seeing the “right answer”, future predictions will be slightly different This will happen for every sentence in a large training corporaThis takes lots of time and money and compute!This is somewhat of a simplification 



Prediction architecture: Transformers  in machine translation

Speech and Language Processing. (n.d.). Retrieved September 13, 2023, from https://web.stanford.edu/~jurafsky/slp3/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transformers: multi-head attention - meaning that each position

https://web.stanford.edu/%7Ejurafsky/slp3/


Spanish:
¿Todavía están en casa? 

Lightly trained neural network English translation:
Are you still at home?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What’s the error here?



Attention map

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Come up with multi head attention example fill in the blank, intentionally ambiguous? 



Tranformers/Attention : Not just for symbols
Which part of the picture leads to the prediction?



What is Reinforcement Learning with Human Feedback? RLHF

Or, how ChatGPT made a BIG usability and performance leap



What is Reinforcement Learning with Human Feedback? RLHF

Or, how ChatGPT made a BIG usability and performance leap

Source: Hugging face blog 

https://huggingface.co/blog/rlhf


Who are the humans in Human Feedback? 

Source: Time magazine

Source: Analytics India magazine 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What issues of colonialism, hegemony, and exploitation appear? What linguistic issues are introduced by this dynamic? This is a very common labor dynamic in machine learning 

https://time.com/6247678/openai-chatgpt-kenya-workers/
https://analyticsindiamag.com/is-ai-fast-becoming-a-technology-built-on-worker-exploitation-from-global-south/


What happens when AI trains AI?

• Google Translate - digital watermark
• OpenAI - not so much. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scott aaronson and work with statistical signatures



III. Implications of /strategies for use of language technologies in l  





What is “emergence”? Is This AGI?

- AGI : Artificial General Intelligence
- No, what does that even mean?
- Physical symbol systems are powerful systems for representing the 

world and predicting symbols is all LLMs can do

- Emergence: Train a model for one thing, and it learns something else on 
the way. Is this AGI?





Lai, V. D., Ngo, N. T., Veyseh, A. P. B., Man, H., Dernoncourt, F., Bui, T., & Nguyen, T. H. (2023). ChatGPT Beyond English: T           

Resource levels in CommonCrawl, and thus most 
LLMs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Common crawl corpus dictates capabilities - models are limited by data 



For more info on linguistic diversity in NLP



High resource v low resource, alphabet similarity 

Source: “AI's language gap”,    https://www.axios.com/2023/09/08/ai-language-
gap-chatgpt



Zero shot: 

Few shot: 

* Only 
trained to 
predict the 
next tokens 
given the 
prompt!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Notes on scale : GPT 117 M parameters (radford et al, 2018)Trained on BooksCorpus - 7k books (4.6GB of text)Decent at filling in the blanks GPT-2Radford et al. 20191.5B parameters40 GB of internet text data Reddit comments with upvotesCould start to produce paragraphs, text, etc. Multitask learners,  starts to look like a , “ zero-shot learner”. Can do things it wasn’t trained to do , ie answering questions, summarizationRadford: Winograd schema example GPT-3 (brown et al., 2020)175B parmeters Trained on 600 GB of text  



Language models have an element of randomness, are constantly updated

• LMs are not generally not deterministic, but some widely available ones let you toggle 
this! But making it deterministic takes some of the power away.

• Most sample from a distribution p(next_token | previous_tokens)
• What works in one session might not work in another, or at a later date





Implications?

“

”



Build your own attention maps
Instructions:
Shade in the parts of the matrix where the
source language influences the target 
language . Justify each row with a short 
phrase explaining why. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Critique output  - is this translation correct?Create your own Attention maps. What part of the source language is contributing the translation? Have students explain First draft -> ChatGPT evaluation. Revise, resubmit. Have students make comments on every delta between first draft and submission in order to internalize lessons.Brainstorm: Given everything we have learned about what LLMs and machine translation can do, how can we use these tools, or how have you already been using these tools in your instruction to help students develop language proficiency? ( spoken or written) 



Q:  When the output is tasked with 
rewriting in hiragana what 

are some big (sentence-level, 
syntactical, etc.) and small (word-
level)  errors that you see? (Hint: 

Ramen is not from Japan !! ) 

Critiquing output - plenty of room for critiques!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am not a native Japanese speaker so if there is a critique with the romanization please lmkKanji and Katakana are in it. Katakana is necessary so kind of a forced error. But still doesn’t do that correctly either!



First draft -> ChatGPT evaluation. Revise, resubmit.

• Assignment: Write a short paragraph detailing your plans for the weekend. Submit 
your paragraph to a language model, and prompt the language model to identify ( but 
not fix!) any errors. Rewrite and submit the the rough draft, comments, and revised 
version.



Workshop tomorrow

• Exploring 2,048 different translation models in Huggingface using Google Colab
• Prompting best practices 
• If-then collective composition assignments - adapting for language classes

10 AM - 12 PM:  B-21 Dwinelle



Workshop

- Two models: Bard and ChatGPT
- Prompting best practices
-Chain of Thought, revision
- API Playground and temperature 
- Notes on context windows

- Multimodal capabilities
- Advanced data analysis plugin
- Hugging face transformers in Colab
-Executing Python code in Colab

Agenda



https://huggingface.co/tasks/translation
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